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Abstract 
Noh, S., Adjacent integrally closed ideals in dimension two, Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 85 (1993) 163-184. 
Let I be an m-primary integrally closed ideal in a 2-dimensional regular local ring R. Zariski 
proved that I can be uniquely factored into a product of simple integrally closed ideals, and 
Lipman later proved that the Hilbert function H,(n) = h(RIZ”) of I is a polynomial for all n 2 1. 
By using these results with many others, we study various properties of adjacent integrally 
closed ideals in 2-dimensional regular local rings. In particular, multiplicities, factorizations, 
minimal reductions, and Rees valuations of adjacent integrally closed ideals are studied. 
Introduction 
Let (R, m, k) be a 2-dimensional regular local ring (RLR for short) with 
maximal ideal m and algebraically closed residue field k. The theory of complete 
(= integrally closed) ideals in 2-dimensional RLRs was founded by Zariski in [lo] 
and developed further in Appendix 5 of [ll]. In [ll, Appendix 51, among many 
others, Zariski proved two beautiful theorems concerning the structure of com- 
plete ideals in 2-dimensional RLRs. One of them, Zariski’s Unique Factorization 
Theorem (ZUFT) [ 11, Theorem 3, Appendix 51, asserts that every complete ideal 
can be uniquely factored into a product of simple complete ideals. The other 
theorem, called Zariski’s Product Theorem (ZPT) [ll, Theorem 2’, Appendix 51, 
says that any product of complete ideals is complete. 
An ideal I is simple if I # R and if whenever I = JL for ideals J,L of R then 
J = R or L = R. Let u be a valuation of the quotient field K of R and let 
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(V, m(V), k(u)) be the corresponding valuation ring. Then u is called a prime 
divisor of the second kind if u dominates R (i.e., V > R and m(V) fl R = m), and 
such that the transcendence degree of k(u) over k (denoted by trdeg,k(u)) is 1. In 
[ll] Zariski also set up a one-to-one correspondence between the set of prime 
divisors of the second kind of R and the set of simple complete m-primary ideals 
of R [ll, Theorem (E), Appendix 51. 
Therefore, if I is an m-primary complete ideal of R and Z = Z:lZt2. . lfJr is the 
unique factorization of I, then there are prime divisors u,, . . . , u,, associated to 
simple factors I,, . , I,,. This set of prime divisors {u, 1 i = 1, . . . , n} associated 
to I is the set of the Rees valuations T(Z) of 1. 
In [5] and [6] Lipman further showed that the multiplicity e(Z) of Z is 
c:‘=, k,u,(Z) ([6, (21.4), (23.3)], [7, (1.9), (3.8)]). In this connection Huneke 
raised a question of how much the multiplicity can differ for two adjacent 
complete ideals. Two ideals Z > J are said to be adjacent if their lengths differ by 
one. 
Let Z > .Z be adjacent m-primary complete ideals and let Z = Z:lZz2. . . It” and 
J = J”I’J;2 . . . J.i;;’ be their unique factorizations, where I, and J, are simple 
complete ideals associated to prime divisors u, and w, respectively for 1 5 i 5 n 
and lsjsrn. 
In this paper we answer the above question of Huneke by obtaining a formula 
for e(J) - e(Z) with respect to the prime divisors associated to J (Section 2) and 
we also obtain various properties of adjacent complete ideals. 
One of the properties concerns results of Hoskin and Lipman. In [2, Theorem 
3.11, Hoskin showed that if J is a simple u(valuation)-ideal and Z is the immediate 
predecessor of Z for a O-dimensional valuation (see Section 1 for the definition) u 
of K, then Z is either simple or a product of two simple u-ideals. In [5], Lipman 
generalized this to arbitrary complete ideals; which shows that if J is a simple 
complete ideal, then a complete ideal Z right above J is either simple or a product 
of two simple complete ideals. We further show that there is a unique such 
complete ideal Z right above J. We also show that this fails if J is not simple 
(Section 3). In addition to these results, we briefly summarize the results in each 
section. 
In Section 1, we first show the existence of adjacent complete ideals right above 
and below a given complete ideal. Then for given adjacent complete ideals Z 1 J, 
we compare the orders o(Z) and o(J), and the characteristic forms c(Z) and c(J) 
of Z and J. We also compare the u-values u(Z) and u(J) for a Rees valuation 
u E 7’(Z) U T(J). 
In Section 2, we obtain a formula for e(J) - e(Z) and generalize it to arbitrary 
adjacent m-primary ideals. We obtain upper bounds for e(J) - e(Z). We also 
consider how minimal reductions of Z and J are related. 
In Section 3, we determine the number of complete ideals right above a given 
complete ideal. We classify which adjacent ideals (J”, f) right above J” are 
complete for a simple complete ideal J for any II 2 1. At the end of Section 3, we 
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compute the exact difference w(J) - w(Z) for adjacent complete ideals I > J and 
for w E T(.Z)\T(Z) . in various cases. We also leave several questions on factoriza- 
tions of two adjacent complete ideals. 
1. Backgrounds and preliminaries 
Let us begin with some definitions and notations. Throughout this paper (R, m, 
k) is a 2-dimensional RLR with algebraically closed residue field if it is not said to 
be otherwise. The multiplicity of R or an ideal I of R is denoted by e(R) or e(Z). 
The number of elements in a minimal generating set of an ideal Z is denoted by 
,u(Z). The length of an R-module A4 is denoted by h(M). Two ideals Z > .Z are said 
to be adjacent if h(ZlJ) = 1. The integral closure of an ideal Z is denoted by Z. The 
order o(Z) of an ideal Z is Y if Z c m’, but Zgrn’+‘. An ideal Z is said to be 
contracted if there is an element x E m\m’ such that ZR[mlx] n R = I, in which 
case we say that Z is contracted from R[m/x]. 
Since every complete ideal is an intersection of valuation ideals [ll, p. 3531, it is 
natural to study valuation ideals related to a given complete ideal. An ideal Z is 
said to be a valuation ideal if Z is contracted from a valuation ring V containing 
R, in which case we say that Z is a v-ideal if v is the corresponding valuation 
[ll, p. 3401. A valuation v is called O-dimensional (1 -dimensional respectively) if 
trdeg, k(v) is 0 (1 respectively). One example of an infinite sequence of adjacent 
complete ideals was given by Zariski in [lo], which are O-dimensional valuation 
ideals. If Z is a O-dimensional valuation ideal, then there exist adjacent complete 
ideals right above and below Z [lo, Theorem 11. We now show the existence of 
adjacent complete ideals for an arbitrary complete ideal. We include a proof given 
by Lipman which shows the existence of a complete ideal right below a given 
complete ideal. 
Lemma 1.1. Let Z be an m-primary complete ideal. Then there exist adjacent 
complete ideals right above and below I. 
Proof. (i) (Lipman) Let (S, n) be a 2-dimensional RLR containing R in K such 
that S is not a base point Z (see Section 2 for the definition). Let v be the n-adic 
order valuation of S and let I, = {a E R 1 v(u) > u(Z)}. Then I, is a v-ideal and IS 
is principal. Say IS = xS, and define a mapf : I+ S/n byf( y) = y/x + n for y E I. 
Then ker( f) = I,, i.e., Z/Z, = S/n = k. Hence I, is a complete ideal right below I. 
(ii) Let T(Z) = {vl, v2,. . . , vn} be the Rees valuations of I. Since Z = Z, 
Z = fly=, (N, fl R). Let w, be a composite of vi and a valuation ring of k(vi) such 
that k(w,) is algebraic over k, i.e., k(wi) = k. We can find such w, since 
trdeg,k(v,) is finite and k is algebraically closed. Then fly=, (ZW, f’ R) = Z since 
W, C V, and Z = Z. Suppose Z = ZW, fl R for some i, i.e., assume Z is a wi-ideal. 
Then there exist wi-ideals K 3 Z 3 J such that w,(K) = w,(Z) - 1, wi(.Z) = w,(Z) + 
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1, and A(K/Z) = h(l/J) = 1 since wi is a O-dimensional valuation [lo, Theorem 11. 
Hence K and J are adjacent complete ideals right above and below I. Now 
suppose ZW, n R f I for all i. Let K, > ZW, > J, be adjacent ideals in W,. Let 
I, = IW, n R, M = K, n R and N = J, n R. Then we have h(MII,) = A(I,IN) = 1. 
Let L = f$, (rw, n R). Then 
MnLiz=MnLiI,nL 
= (M n L) + Z,/Z, 
= MII, = k 
since M > I, are adjacent. Therefore M n L is a complete ideal right above I. 
Similarly, 
zIivnL-ljnLilvnL 
= (I, n L) + N/N 
= I,lN- k , 
hence N n L is a complete ideal right below I. 0 
Zariski defined the characteristic form c(Z) of an m-primary ideal I of order r to 
be the greatest common divisor of the elements in (Z + m’)lm’+’ in the UFD 
gr,,,(R)= Rlm@mim’@... [ll, p. 3631. If o(Z) = r, then deg(c(Z)) 5 r always 
holds. 
Zariski showed that for a contracted m-primary ideal I, m 1 I if and only if 
o(l) > deg(c(Z)). Moreover, if o(l) - deg(c(Z)) = s, then I = m’(Z : m‘), and 
rn,/‘I : m’ [ll, Proposition 3, Appendix 51. 
For adjacent ideals I > J, o(J) is either o(l) or o(Z) + 1 since ml C J. Now we 
compare the orders and the characteristic forms of I and J. 
Lemma 1.2. Let I > J be adjacent m-primary contracted ideals of R. If o(Z) = 
o(J), then the following three cases are possible. 
(1) m 11, m ( J. 
(2) rnll, ml(J. 
(3) m 1 I, mXJ. 
If o(J) = o(Z) + 1, then m 1 J, rnXI and I : m = J: m. 
Proof. Let o(Z) = r. Suppose o(Z) = o(J). Let m!Z. Then deg(c(1)) = o(Z) by [ll, 
Proposition 3, Appendix 51. Since o(Z) = o(J), deg(c(J)) 2 deg(c(Z)), hence 
deg(c(J)) = o(J). Therefore, mYJ. Suppose o(J)= r+ 1. Then A(Z: m/Z)= 
o(Z) = r and A(J : m/J) = o(J) = r + 1 (cf. [4, Theorem 2.11). Since rnlc J, 
I C J : m. Therefore I : m = J : m since A(Z/J) = 1. Since ml c m(Z : m) = 
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m(.Z : m) c J, o(Z : m) = Y and hence p(Z : m) = A(Z: mlm(l : m)) = Y + 1 [7, 
(3.2)]. Hence .Z = m(Z : m) = m(J : m), i.e., m 1 J and ml(Z again by [ll, Proposi- 
tion 3, Appendix 51. Cl 
For ideals Z > J, J is called a reduction of Z if there exists some n 2 1 such that 
JZ” = I”+‘. Further if J does not contain any other reduction of I, then it is called 
a minimal reduction of I. In a Noetherian local ring with infinite residue field, 
every m-primary ideal has a minimal reduction generated by a system of 
parameters. In [8, Proposition 5.51, Lipman and Teissier showed that if (a, b) is a 
minimal reduction of a complete ideal Z of a 2-dimensional RLR, then Z2 = 
(a, b)Z. Zariski showed that if Z is a simple complete ideal associated to the prime 
divisor u and if (a, b) is a minimal reduction of I, then k(u) is purely transcenden- 
tal over k and generated by the image of b/a over k. We also modify this for an 
arbitrary complete ideal 1. The following well-known fact also shows the converse 
of [9, Lemma 1.91, as well as of [4, Remark 3.61. 
Lemma 1.3. Let Z be a complete m-primary ideal and let (a, b) be a minimal 
reduction of I. Then the image of b/a in k(u) is transcendental over k for all 
u E T(Z), i.e., u(a) = u(b) = u(Z) for all u E T(Z). 
Proof. Let u E T(Z). Since Z = (a, b), u(Z) = ~(a, b) = min{u(a), u(b)}. 
Say u(Z) = u(a). Let A = R[b/ ] a and B = [Z/a]. Then B is normal since R and 
Z are normal. Furthermore B = A since Z = (a, b). Since a,b is a regular se- 
quence, A = R[X]/(aX - 6) for X a variable. Since aX - b C mR[X], AImA ^- 
R[X]/(aX - b, mR[X]) = k[X]. Therefore, mA is a height-one prime of A 
and hence A,, is a l-dimensional local domain. Since u E T(Z), V= B, for 
some PjEMin(B/aB)={P,,...,P,}. Let S=A-mA. Then B,=k 
and B, is a l-dimensional semi-local ring with the maximal ideals P,B,, . . . , 
P, B,Y. Furthermore, V, = B, = (Bg)P Bs for each i. Since P, B, fl A mA = 
mAmA y B,/P,B, is algebraic ‘over AlAlmA,,. On the other hand, k(uj) = 
B,/P,B,, = B,s/P,B, for each i. Therefore, k(u,) is algebraic over AlnA/mA,,,. 
However, A,,,,/mA,,, = k(b/a*), where b/a’” is the image of b/u in k(u,). 
Since k(u,) is purely transcendental over k, b/a” is transcendental over k. 
Hence u,(b/a) = 0, i.e., u,(a) = u,(b) for all i. 0 
2. Multiplicities and reductions of adjacent ideals 
Let us begin with the definition of the intersection multiplicity which is due to 
Lipman. For a detailed explanation we refer to [7]. For a 2-dimensional RLR S 
containing R in the quotient field K (call them points), there is always a unique 
finite quadratic sequence of RLRs from R to S [l, Theorem 31. For an ideal I, if 
the transform I, in S is not the unit ideal, then S is called a base point of I. Let 
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Z’(Z) denote the set of the base points of I. Then the point basis B(Z) of I is 
defined to be the set of nonnegative integers {o,(Z,)}, where os is the m(S)-adic 
order valuation of a base point (S, m(s)) of I. If Z is m-primary, then B(Z) is finite 
[7, Theorem 3.11. 
For two m-primary ideals Z and J, the intersection multiplicity (Z. J) is defined 
to be c ~,~(l,)o,(J,), where the sum is over the base points of Z and J. Let us 
further assume that Z and J are complete. Lipman showed that if Z and J are 
simple ideals associated to the prime divisors u and W, then (I. J) = u(J) = w(Z) 
(reciprocity formula [6, (21.4)]). By this theorem, we can see that (m . J) = o(J) 
for any complete ideal J. And if Z = Ii1 * . . Zifl is the unique factorization of Z with 
T(Zi) = {ui} for each i, then (I. J) = ~u,tTC,I k,u,(J). Therefore, e(Z) = (I* Z) = 
c _r(,) kiui(Z) (multiplicity formula, cf. [6, (23.3)], [7, (3.8)]). He also showed 
that (I. J) = A(Z?IZJ) - h(R/Z) - @R/J) (cf. [7, (3.7), (3.8)]). From these, we 
have the mixed multiplicity formula 
e(Z’J’) = r”e(Z) + 2rs(Z. J) + s’e(J) , 
since Z?(ZJ) = B(Z) + B(J) (cf. [7, (1.9)]). 
From the above reciprocity and the multiplicity formulas of Lipman, we can 
find a formula that describes the difference between the multiplicities of adjacent 
integrally closed ideals with respect to the Rees valuations of the smaller ideal. 
Theorem 2.1. Let Z II J be adjacent complete m-primary ideals. Let J = J’i’ J’y . . . 
J.2 be a unique factorization of J and T(J,) = {w,} for j = 1, . . , m. Then 
e(J) - e(Z) = 2 s,+,(J) - w,(O) . W,ET(J)\T(/) 
Proof. Let Z = Zi1Zi2 . . . ZEfl be a unique factorization of Z and T(Z) = {ui 1 uj = 
T(Zi)} for i = 1, , . . , n. Choose a E J so that u,(a) = u,(J) for all i and w,(a) = 
wj(J) for all j. Then u,(Z) = u,(J) for all i [9, Lemma 1.61. Therefore a is part of a 
minimal generating set for a minimal reduction of Z as well as of J [9, Lemma 1.91. 
Let (a, b) be a minimal reduction of I. Then b @Z since Z is not integral over J. 
Since Z is integrally closed, p.(Z) = r + 1 if o(Z) = r ([4, Theorem 2.11, [7, (3.2)]). 
Choose a minimal generating set a,, u2, . . . , a, = a, b for Z so that J = 
(a,, . . . , a,) + ml. Since b @J and J = .?, there exists some j such that w,(b) < 
wj(J). For such j, we have wi(b) = wj(Z). Therefore, by Lipman’s multiplicity 
formula, the reciprocity formula, and Lemma 1.6 in [9], we have 
e(Z) = i k,u,(Z) = 2 k,u,(J) 
r=l i=l 
= i @ SjUi(Jj)) = i: k,(2 S,Wj(Zi)) 
i=l I=1 i=l ]=I 
,?I 
= c yqo 
,=I 
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On the other hand, e(Z) = cly=, sjwj(.Z). Therefore, 
e(J) - e(Z) = 2 sj(wj(J) - wj(Z)) 
j=l 
= c Sj(Wj(J) - Wj(Z)) . 0 
W,ET(J)\T(/) 
Sam Huckaba asked whether Theorem 2.1 is still true for arbitrary adjacent 
m-primary ideals. We show in Theorem 2.2 this is indeed the case. 
Theorem 2.2. Let I> J be adjacent m-primary ideals of R. 
e(J) e(Z) = 2 > 
where = J;lJy . . . J> and T(J,) = { wj} for j = 1, . . . , m. 
Proof. Let I= ZtI . . . I,“” and T(Z,) = {u,} for i = 1, . . , n. Choose a minimal 
reduction (a, b) of I. Since h(ZlJ) = 1, we may assume that one of {a, b}, say a, is 
in J. Then u,(a) 2 u,(J) 2 u,(Z) implies that u,(a) = u,(Z) = u,(J) for all u, E T(Z) 
since a is part of a minimal generating set for a minimal reduction of Z (Lemma 
1.3). Therefore, 
e(Z) = e(i) = i k,(u,(i)) = i k,(ui(Z)) 
i=l !=I 
= $, ‘i(u,CJ)) = i ‘i(uiCJ)) 
!=I 
= i ki( 2 sju,(Jj)) = 2 k’( 2 s,wj(Zi)) (by reciprocity) 
1=l ]=I i=l j=l 
= i s,w,(J) = 2 SjW,(Z) . 
j=l ]=I 
On the other hand, e(J) = e(j) = cyEn=l SjW,(J)’ Therefore, 
e(J) - e(Z) = c sj(wj(J) - wj(Z)) . 0 
W,ET(J)\T(I) 
Note that adjacent m-primary ideals Z > J do not necessarily have adjacent 
integral closures Z1 j as we can see in the following example. 
Example 2.3. Let m = (x, y), Z = (x2, y’), and J = (x2, xy*, y’). Then A(ZIJ) = 1. 
-- 
However, Z= (x2, xy, y’), j= J, and A(ZIJ) = 2. In general, h(ZlJ) = 1 implies 
_- 
that ml c J. Therefore, ml c .?. Therefore, A(ZIJ) I A(j/mj) = o(j) + 1 = 
o(Z) + 1. If o(J) = o(Z) + 1, then h(ZlJ) 5 o(J). If o(J) = o(Z), then miC j. 
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Hence A(Z/J) < A(f/m?) = o(Z) + 1 which imply that h(ZlJ) 5 o(Z) 5 o(J). In 
either case, h(ZlJ) 5 o(J). Note that o(Z) = o(j) since (a, b)f= 7” for a minimal 
reduction (a, 6) of Z [S, Proposition 5.51. 
As a corollary of the above theorems we obtain an upper bound for e(J) - e(Z) 
by the reciprocity formula. 
Corollary 2.4. Let I> J be adjacent m-primary ideals of R. Then e(J) - e(Z) 5 
o(J). 
Proof. Let j be factored as in Theorem 2.2. Since h(ZlJ) = 1, ml c J. Therefore, 
wj(m) + w,(Z) 2 w,(J) for all j. Hence w,(J) - w,(Z) 5 w,(m) for all j. However, 
by the reciprocity formula of Lipman, we have w,(m) = o(J,). Therefore, w,(J) - 
wj(Z) 5 o(J,) for all j. Therefore, 
e(J) - e(Z) = 2 sj(w,(J) - w,(Z)) 
,=I 
= o(j) = o(J) . 0 
In the following theorem we obtain a sharper upper bound for e(J) - e(Z) for 
adjacent contracted ideals of the same order by using the intersection multiplicity. 
Theorem 2.5. Let Z 3 J be adjacent contracted ideals of the same order. Then 
e(J) - e(Z) 5 deg(c(J)), w h ere c(J) is the characteristic form af J. 
Proof. Let o(Z) = o(J) = r. If m)J, then deg(c(J)) = r by [II, Proposition 3, 
Appendix 51. Hence deg(c(J)) = o(J), th us e(J) - e(Z) 5 deg(c(J)) by Corollary 
2.4. Therefore assume m 1 J. Then m 1 Z by Lemma 1.2 since o(Z) = o(J). Let 
s = o(J) - deg(c(J)) and t = o(l) - deg(c(Z)). Then Z = m’(Z : m’), rn,/‘Z : m’ and 
J= m‘(J: m’), mYJ: m’ by [ll, Proposition 3, Appendix 51. Since I> J and 
o(Z) = o(J), deg(c(J)) 2 deg(c(Z)). H ence t 2 s, and Z = m(Z : m) = m’(Z : m’) = 
. . = m’(Z : m”). Consider 
Z : m’ 3 J : m‘ 3 Z = m’(Z : m’) 3 J = m’(J : m’) 
Let us compute A(J : m’lJ) and A(Z : ml/Z). 
A(J : m”/m”(J : ml)) 
‘i-1 ., I 
= z, A(m’(J : m‘)/m’+‘(J : m’)) = c p(m’(J : m’)) 
I =o 
s-1 s-1 
= c [o(m’(J : m‘)) + l] = c (i + r - s + 1) : 
, =o i=o 
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since J : mS is an integrally closed ideal of order r - s. Note that m’(J : m’) is 
contracted since it is a product of two contracted ideals (ZPT [ll, p. 3791). By the 
same argument we can show 
h(Z : m”/m”(Z : m”)) = A(J : m”/m”(J : m’)) 
Since h(Z/J) = 1, we have A(Z : m”lJ : m”) = 1, i.e., Z : m” and J : m” are adjacent 
integrally closed ideals of the same order r - S. Therefore, 
e(J:m”)-e(Z:m”)So(J:m”)=r-.s, 
by Corollary 2.4. However, 
e(J) = e(m’(J : m”)) = e(J : m,‘) + 2s((J : m”). m) + s’e(m) , 
and 
e(Z) = e(m’(Z : m”)) = e(Z : m’) + 2s((Z : m”) . m) + s’e(m) . 
By (21.4) of [6], ((I : m”). m) = o(Z : m”) = r - S. Similarly, ((J : m‘) . m) = r - S. 
Hence we have 
e(J) - e(Z) = e(J : m”) - e(Z : m”) 
5 o(J : m’) = Y - s 
= deg(c(J)) 0 
Remark 2.6. (1) Lipman also gave a different formula for e(J) - e(Z). He 
claimed and proved that e(J) - e(Z) = dim,(J/J’ : I) - 1 without the assumption 
that k is algebraically closed. This claim shows that e(J) - e(Z) 5 dim,(Jl 
mJ)-l=p(J)-l=o(J) sincemJCJ’:ZCJ. 
(2) In his personal letter to me, Rees included the results bounding e(J) - e(Z) 
by using degree functions in a d-dimensional quasi-unmixed local domain. In the 
case of 2-dimensional RLRs, Rees’ result also implies Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 
2.4 of this paper. 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we showed that for adjacent complete ideals 
Z 1 J, we can choose an element a E J so that a is part of minimal generating sets 
of minimal reductions for both Z and J. Now we further ask if a E J is part of a 
minimal generating set of a minimal reduction of I, then is it also part of a 
minimal generating set for a minimal reduction of J? 
This seems to be not true in general as we can see in Example 2.9. However, 
we give a positive answer to the above question in certain cases. Note that a E I is 
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part of a minimal reduction of I if and only if u(a) = u(Z) for all u E T(Z) (cf. 
Lemma 1.3 and [9, Lemma 1.91). The following is a preparation work to prove 
Theorem 2.8. 
Lemma 2.7. Let J be a simple complete ideal with B(J) = {ri}:=,. Let Z be a 
complete ideal right above J” for II 2 1. Then 
(i) o(Z) = o(J”), 
(ii) there exists a E J” which is part of minimal generating sets for minimal 
reductions of Z and J”, and 
(iii) Z’(J) C P(Z), and nr, - 1, nri E B(Z) for i = 0, . . , t - 1. 
Proof. (i) It follows from Lemma 1.2. 
(ii) Let T(J) = {w}. Ch oose a E J” such that w(a) = w(J”) and u(a) = u(J”) 
for all u E T(Z). Let (c, d) be a minimal reduction of 1. Since A(Z/J”) = 1, we may 
assume that either c or d is in J”, say c E J”. Then u(c) 2 u(J”) = u(a) P u(Z) = 
u(c) by Lemma 1.3. Hence u(a) = u(Z), i.e., a is part of a minimal generating set 
for a minimal reduction of Z as well as of J” by [9, Lemma 1.91. 
(iii) Let o(Z) = o(J”) = r. As in (ii), we can choose a E J” so that a is a part of 
minimal generating sets for minimal reductions of Z and J” and o(a) = r. Let 
(a, b) = 1. Then b j?J” since Z is not integral over J”. Let 
(R,m)C(R,,m,)C.-.C(R,,m,) 
be the quadratic sequence along w. Suppose R, = R[m/x], for some x E m\m’ 
and NE Max(R[m/x]). Since J is simple, the transform of J in R[m/x] is also 
simple and contained in a unique maximal ideal (y/x - a, x) in R[mlx] for some 
unit a of R (cf. [3, Remark 3.81). Hence we may assume that m, = (y/x, x) by 
replacing y by y - ax. Since rnt J” and o(a) = r, we have c(J”) = a* for the image 
a* of a in gr,n(R). Since o(Z) = r and a E I, c(Z) 1 a”. Therefore Z is also 
contracted from R, (cf. [3, Proposition 2.31). Choose a minimal generating set 
a,, . , a, = a, b of Z such that J” = (a,, . , a,) + ml. Note that p(Z) = p(J”) = 
r + 1. Since b j?‘J” and J” is a w-ideal [ll, Theorem (D), Appendix 51, w(bx) = 
w(b) + w(x) < w(J”) + w(m) = w(mJ”). Therefore bx@mJ” since mJ” is a w- 
ideal by [9, Theorem 2.41. Let m = (x, y). Then w(y) 2 w(x)-r. Since A(mZl 
mJ”) = (m . J”) - (m . Z) + A(Z/J”) = o(J”) - o(Z) + 1 = 1, we may assume that 
by E mJ”. Let I, ,J, be the transforms of Z,J in R,. Since o(Z) = o(J”) = r, 
I, = (a,/x’, . . . , a,lx’, b/x’) and J; = (a,/x’, . . . , a,ix’, bxlx’). Since m, = 
(y/x, x), we can see that m,Z, C_ Jy , i.e., I, > Jy are adjacent in R, . Furthermore, 
o,(Z,) = o,(Jy) by Lemma 1.2, where o, is the m,-adic order valuation of R,. 
Inductively we can show that h(Z,/J:) = 1 for i = 0, , t and o,(Z,) = o,(J:) for 
i = 0, . . , t - 1 and o,(Z,) = o,(J:) - 1. Therefore, Z’(J) C Z’(Z) and n - 1, nr, E 
B(Z) for i = 0, . . . , t - 1. 0 
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Theorem 2.8. Let I > J” be adjacent complete ideals, where J is simple. Let a E J”. 
If (a, b) = I for some b E I, then there exists c E J” such that (a, c) = J”. 
Proof. Let w be the Rees valuation of J and o(J) = r. Since mYJ”, o(Z) = 
o(J”) = nr by Lemma 1.2. Let 
(R = R,,, m = m,,) C (R,, m,) C.. C (R,, m,) 
be the quadratic sequence along w, where m,, o,, I,, and J, denote the maximal 
ideal, the m,-adic order valuation, the transform of I, and the transform of J in Rj 
for i = 0, . . , t. We further assume that rn,-, = (x,_, , y,_,) and Ri = Rip, [m,- ,/ 
xr-ll~y,_,lx,~,.x,_,) for i = 1, . . . , t. In the proof of Lemma 2.7, we showed that 
A(Z,/Jl) = 1 for i = 0, . . . , t. Let o,(J,) = r, for i = 0, . . . , t. Since o(a, b) = 
o(Z) = nr, (a, b)R, = ~“‘(a,, b ,)R, , where a, = a/x”’ and b, = b/x”‘. Then 
(a,, b,) is also a minimal reduction of I, since ZR, = ~“‘1, is integral over 
(a, b)R, = x”‘(a,, b,)R,. Therefore, o,(a,, b,) = o,(Z,) = nr, and a, E J,. By the 
same argument we obtain a minimal reduction (a,, b;) of Z, such that ai = a,_ ,/ 
x:2;’ and b, = b,-, lx:?,-‘, for i = 1, . , t. Then oi(ai, b,) = nr, and a, E Jf for all 
i. Now compute w(a) and w(J”). 
w(a) = w(xnr) + w(a,) = nrw(x) + w(a,) 
= nr’ + w(a,) = nr* + w(xyr’) + w(a2) 
= nr’ + nri + w(a2) = nr* + nrf + . . . + nrf_, + w(a,) 
1-l = n C ry + w(a,) , 
[ 1 I =o 
w(J”) = nw(J) = n c rf 
i=o 
l-1 r-l 
= n 1 1 c rf +nw(J,)=n L 1 c ry + n i=o i=o 
since J, = m, and w is the m,-adic order valuation. Since Z, = (a,, b,) and a, E Jr, 
a, is part of a minimal generating set of I,. Hence a, E rn:‘\rn:+‘, i.e., w(a,) = 
o,(a,) = n. Therefore, w(a) = w(J)‘), i.e., a is part of a minimal generating set for 
a minimal reduction of J” by [9, Lemma 1.91. q 
Theorem 2.8 is not true if Z is a complete ideal right above a complete ideal 
with two distinct Rees valuations. 
Example 2.9. (1) Let m = (x, Y>, Z = m( y2 - 2, x4, x*y), and J= 
( y, x2)(x3, x2y, y’). Then y” E J is part of a minimal reduction for I, but not for J 
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since w( y’) = 6 > w(J) = 5 for the Rees valuation w of .Z corresponding to the 
simple factor (y, x2). 
(2) Let m = (x, y), I = m2 and J = (x2, y) m. Then y’ E J is part of a minimal 
reduction for I, but not for J since w( y’) = 4 > w(J) = 3 for the Rees valuation w 
of J corresponding to the simple factor (x2, y). 
We will discuss more about e(J) - e(Z) at the end of Section 3. 
3. Factorizations of adjacent integrally closed ideals 
In Lemma 1.1, we showed that for any complete ideal I, there exist adjacent 
complete ideals right above and below I. If .Z is a simple complete ideal, then a 
complete ideal Z right above J is either simple or the product of two simple 
complete ideals (cf. [2, Theorem 3.11, [5, Corollary 4.41). For a prime divisor w of 
the second kind on R, the set of w-ideals form an infinite descending chain of 
m-primary ideals in R. For more properties of the sequence of valuation ideals of 
prime divisors of the second kind we refer to [9]. Now we show that if J is a 
simple complete ideal with the prime divisor w and Z is a complete ideal right 
above .Z, then Z is the unique complete ideal right above .Z which is the immediate 
predecessor of .Z as a w-ideal. Later in this section we further show that this is not 
true if .Z is not simple. 
Theorem 3.1. Let J be a simple integrally closed ideal. Then there is a unique 
integrally closed ideal right above J. 
Proof. Let Z be a complete ideal right above J. Let w be the prime divisor 
associated to J and ( W, m(W), k(w)) be the valuation ring of w. Since J is simple, 
o(Z) = o(J) by Lemma 1.2. Let o(Z) = r. Choose an element a E J of order r 
which is part of minimal generating sets of minimal reductions of Z and J as in 
Lemma 2.7. In Lemma 2.7, we also showed that Z and J go along the same 
quadratic sequence 
(K m> =(4~ m,> C CR,, m,) C.. . C (R,, m,) , 
where 
mi = max(R,) , 
Z, = transform of Z in Ri , 
Ji = transform of J in R, , 
0, = mi-adic order valuation , 
J, =m,, 
0, =w. 
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Furthermore, A(Z,/.Z,) = 1 for i = 0, . . . , t - 1 and I,-, = m,_, . By Lemma 1.11 in 
171, 
t-1 
w(z) = w(zr) + C oi(z,)w(mi) 7 
i=o 
and 
w(J) = w(Jr) + C o,(Jj>w(mi> ’ 
I =o 
Since o,(Z,) = o,(J,) for i = 0, . . , t - 1, we have 
w(J) - w(Z) = w(J,) - w(Z,) = 1 - 0. 
Therefore, Z c L, where L is the immediate predecessor of J as a w-ideal. Since 
A(LIJ) = 1 (cf. [9, Theorem A.2]), we have I= L. Therefore, Z is the w-ideal 
such that w(Z) = w(J) - 1, i.e., the immediate predecessor of J. Therefore, Z is 
the unique complete ideal right above J. 0 
Now we show that Theorem 3.1 cannot be generalized for higher powers of .Z. 
In fact we show that there are infinitely many complete ideals right above J” for 
II 22. 
Theorem 3.2. Let J be a simple integrally closed ideal. Then there are infinitely 
many integrally closed ideals right above J” for n 2 2. 
Proof. Let w be the prime divisor associated to J and (IV, m(W), k(w)) be the 
corresponding valuation ring of w. Suppose J = m and m = (x, y). Then for some 
unit LY, Z, = (m”, (x - ay)“-‘) is an integrally closed ideal by Proposition 2.2 in 
[4]. Clearly ml, c mu since o((x - rxy)“-‘) = n - 1. Therefore, A(Z,lm”) = 1. 
Hence there are infinitely many such Z, right above m”. Now assume J f m. Take 
the quadratic sequence of R along W 
(R, m> =CR,,, m,,> C CR,, m,) C.. . C (R,, m,) , 
where w is the m,-adic order valuation and J, = m,. Let m, = (x,, y,). Let u, be 
the prime divisor of R, associated to the simple integrally closed ideal J, = 
(m :+l, (x, - ay,)“) f or some unit LY. Then u,(x, - cry,) = n + 1 and u,( y,) = n. 
Note that J, is simple integrally closed by [4, Proposition 2.21. By Corollary 1.3 in 
[9], my is a u,-ideal of u,-value n*. Consider the ideal K, = (my, (x, - a~~)~~‘). 
Then u, (K, ) = n2 - 1 = u, (my) - 1 and h(Kci imy) = 1. Since the sequence of 
uu-ideals from J, to m, is saturated [9, Theorem A.21, K, is the immediate 
predecessor of my as a u,-ideal. Let .?U be the inverse transform of_J, in R. Since 
(J,)” is a u,-ideal, J” is a u,-ideal by [ll, Theorem (D), p. 3901. J, is the simple 
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integrally closed ideal in R associated to u, and J” 1 j% by [ll, Theorem (D), p. 
3901. Since the sequence of all the u,-ideals from m to .Z, is saturated [9, Theorem 
A.21, there exists a u,-ideal Z, > .Z” such that A(Z,/.P) = 1. In the proof of Lemma 
2.7, we showed that I, and J” go along the same quadratic sequence R C R, C 
. . . C R, as follows: If (Z,)j and J, are the ideal transforms of Z, and J in Rj, then 
A((Z,)il(Jj)“) = 1 for 0 5 i 5 t. By [ll, Theorem (D), p. 3901, (I,); and (J,)” are 
u,-ideals for 0 5 i 5 t. Since (J,)” = my, (Ia), is the u,-ideal right above my, i.e., 
(Z,), = (4, (x, - a~,)“-‘) = K,. S’ mce Z, is a u,-ideal, Z, is complete. By taking 
different (Y’S, we can see that there are infinitely many integrally closed ideals 
right above J” if n 2 2. 0 
From now on we consider the cases when J has more than one simple factor. 
For two complete ideals Z > J and for an arbitrary complete ideal L, we can see 
that h(ZLIJL) = (J. L) - (I. L) + A(Z/J) by [7, Corollary 3.71. Therefore, for 
adjacent complete ideals I> J, A(ZLNL) = 1 if and only if (I. L) = (J. L), i.e., 
u(Z) = u(J) for all u E T(L). In Lemma 1.6 of [9], we showed that for adjacent 
complete ideals Z > J and for u E T(J), we have u(Z) = u(J) iff u E T(Z). Further 
we ask what u(J) - u(Z) is for u @ T(Z) U T(J)? We give an equivalent condition 
for I> J and L to have (J. L) = (I. L) for the case J is simple. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Z 3 J be adjacent complete ideals and J be simple and T(J) = 
{w}. Let L be another simple complete ideal and T(L) = {u}. Then (I. L) = 
(J . L) if and only if J is not a u-ideal. 
Proof. (3) Suppose J is a u-ideal. Let 
be the quadratic sequence along U, where u is the m,Y-adic order valuation. Let Z,, 
L,, and J, be the transforms of I, L, and J in Rj for each j. Let 
L = L”‘C LWI) C. ..C L(‘)Cm 
be all the simple u-ideals in R as in [ll, Theorem (F), Appendix 51. Then J = L”’ 
for some i 5 n - 1 since J is a u-ideal. Furthermore, J, = m, and J, = Rj for 
Zri+l, i.e., P(J)={R,,,R ,,..., R,}. However, L,#R, forj?i+l, i.e., 
oj(L,) #O for all Z. By Theorem 3.1, Z’(Z) c Z’(J) and 
(I. L, = C oj(zj>oj(L,> > (J. L) = c oi(Jj)oj(Li) 
o?z]si- I lh]Sl 
Since oi(Li) > 0 and o;(Z,) = oj(Ji) - 1 (Lemma 2.7), therefore (J. L) # (I. L). 
(+) Suppose (J. L)#(Z. L). Let 
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be the quadratic sequence along w. Since B(J) = B(Z) U {l}, (I. 15) # (1. L) 
implies that I!,, # R,, where L, is the ideal transform of L in R,. Since L is simple, 
L, is a simple integrally closed ideal associated to the prime divisor u of R, and 
o,(L,) > 0. Since u dominates R,, therefore m, is a u-ideal. Since .Z is the inverse 
transform of m, in R, J is also a u-ideal by [ll, Theorem (D), Appendix 51. 0 
By Lemma 3.3, we give a sufficient condition for J to have more than one 
complete ideal right above J when J has more than one simple factors. 
Theorem 3.4. Let J= J, J2 *. . J,, be a unique factorization of J. If J, is not a 
wi-ideal for any j # i, then there exist at least n integrally closed ideals right above 
J. 
Proof. Let I,, . . . , I,, be the unique integrally closed ideals right above J, , . . . , J,, 
respectively. Since J’ = J; . . . J,\R’ for any base point R’ of J, (I, . (J,J, . . . J,,)) = 
cy=, (I, . J,). Similarly, (J, . (J,J, . . . J,,)) = c:‘=, (J, . J,). Therefore, 
h(Z, J2. . . J,lJ, J2.. . J,) 
= (J, . (J2.. . J,,)) - (11 . (J, . . * J,,>> + A(I,IJ,) 
= [ ,$ ((J, * J;> - (1, . JiN] + 1 . 
Therefore, for i = 2, . . . , n, 
A(Z, J2 . . . J,/J, J2 . . ~J,,)=l~(Z,.J;)=(J,.J,) 
@J, is not a w,-ideal , 
by Lemma 3.3. Similarly, we can see that 
A(J,Jz...Z;..J,,IJ,J,...Jj...J,)=l~JJ, is not a wj-ideal, 
for all j # i. For i # j, J, . . . Z, . . . J, # J, . . . Z, . . . J,,. Since if it were, then J, ) Z, 
and Jj 1 Z, since J, # J,, which contradicts to Z, > J, and Z, > J,. Therefore, 
J, . . . Z; . . . J,, # J, . . . Z, . . . J,, , 
for i # j. Therefore, there are at least n integrally closed ideals right above 
J= J,J2-.. J,,. q 
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Question 3.5. What if J = J:‘J?. . . J> with some s, > 1 in Theorem 3.4? By 
Theorem 3.2, we can see that are infinitely many complete ideals right above J1’ if 
s; > 1. Assume J, # m and s, 2 2. Let Z be one of the complete ideals right above 
5;‘. Let L = J:... J>. Then 
h(ZL/J) = A(ZLiJ’;‘L) 
= (J”1’ . L) - (I. L) + h(ZlJ;‘) 
= [ 2 ((J”1’ . Jr’> - (1. J:%] + 1 
= [ ,g2 (si(J;’ . J;> - $,(I. Ji,,] + 1 . 
Therefore, A(ZL/J)= le(Jl’- J,)=(Z. J,)ew,(Z)= w,(J”,‘) for T(J,)= {w;} 
and for i=2,. . , n. Hence we leave a question: for adjacent complete ideals 
Z 1 J”, what is u(J”) - u(Z) for a prime divisor u $7? T(Z) U T(J)? We answered the 
question for the case n = 1 in Lemma 3.3. 
From now on we consider the complete ideals which are divisible by the 
maximal ideal m. Since we already showed that there are infinitely many complete 
ideals right above m” in Theorem 3.2, we consider the complete ideals which have 
more simple factors in addition to the maximal ideal. Let J be a simple complete 
ideal and consider the complete ideals right above m’J. The orders of those are 
either o(mlJ) or o(m”J) - 1. We consider each case separately. 
Lemma 3.6. Let J be a simple integrally closed ideal of order r. Then there is a 
unique integrally closed ideal of order n + r right above m”J for all n 2 1. 
Proof. Let Z be an integrally closed ideal of order II + r such that A(Zlm”J) = 1. 
Since o(Z) = o(m’J) and J is simple, 
deg(c(Z)) 5 deg(c(m”J)) 
= deg(c( J>> 
= o(J) = r. 
Therefore, Z = m”M for some integrally closed ideal M by Lemma 1.2. Hence 
A(Zlm’J) = A(m”M/m”J) 
= m” . J) - (m” . M) + A(MIJ) ( 
= n(o(J) - o(M)) + A(MIJ) = 1 
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implies that A(MIJ) = 1 since o(M) = o(J). By Theorem 3.1, M is the unique 
integrally closed ideal right above J. Therefore, I = m”M is the unique integrally 
closed ideal right above m”J such that o(l) = o(m”J). 0 
The above lemma fails if J is not simple as one can see in the Lemma 3.8. 
Corollary 3.7. Let J = L,L, . . . L, be the unique factorization of J for s > 1. Let 
T(L,) = {u;} for i = 1, . . . , s. Assume m # L, for any i. If L, is not a ui-ideal for 
j # i, then there exist at least s complete ideals right above m”J of order o(m”J). 
Proof. Use Theorem 3.4. 0 
On the contrary to the uniqueness in Lemma 3.6, we show that there are 
infinitely many complete ideals of order o(mJ”) right above mJ”. 
Lemma 3.8. Let J be a simple complete ideal of order r. Then there are infinitely 
many complete ideals of order o(mJ”) right above mJ” for all n 2 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, there exist infinitely many complete ideals K, right 
above J”. Then o(K,) = o(J”) by Lemma 1.2. Let Z, = mK,. Then Z, = I, by 
ZPT and h(Z,/mJ”) = ( m . J”) - (m . Ka) + A(K, /J”) = 1 since K, > J” are adja- 
cent ideals of the same order. Therefore, Z, is a complete ideal right above mJ” 
such that o(Z,) = nr + 1 = o(mJ”). 0 
In Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.8, we considered the ideals right above m’J and 
mJ” which have the same orders as those of m’J and mJ”. We further consider the 
complete ideals right above m”J and mJ” whose orders are 1 less than these of 
m”J and mJ”. 
In Lemma 3.7 of [4], Huneke and Sally showed that if J is a simple complete 
ideal of order r with the prime divisor w, then there exists a minimal generating 
set a,, . . . , a,,, of J such that (a,, a,,, ) = J, w(a,) = w(a,+,) = w(J), and 
w(a,)>w(J)fori=l,..., r - 1. In Theorem 1.5 of [9], we showed that we can 
choose those a,‘s so that w(a,) = w(J) + i for i = 1, . . , r - 1. Now we further 
show that we can choose minimal generating sets of m”J and mJ” from a,‘s. 
Lemma 3.9. Let J be a simple complete ideal of order r. Then there exist a minimal 
generating set a,, . , a, = a, b of J such that {(a,, . , a,)x”, b(x, y)“} is a 
minimal generating set of m”J and {(a, b)“-‘(a,, , . , a,)x, b”(x, y)} is a minimal 
generating set of mJ” for m = (x, y). 
Proof. We only consider the case n = 1 since the same argument works for the 
cases n > 1 for m’J. Let w be the prime divisor associated to J and let w(J) = e. 
As in the proof of [9, Theorem 1.51, choose a,‘s E J and x,y E m\m’ so that 
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J= (a,, . . . , a, = a, a,,, = 6) and m = (x, y) as follows; for i = 1, . . . , Y - 1, 
W(X) = Y ) w(y)=r+s forszl, 
w(a,)=e+i, 
(a, 6) = J , 
o(6) = Y , 
ji = (Jj+l > aj) 7 
where J = J,, > J, 3 . . . > 1, = mJ is the sequence of w-ideals from J to mJ. Now 
we claim that a,.~, . . , a,~, 6x, by is a minimal generating set of mJ. Suppose 
[z &v)] + a,+, (6x) + c-u,+,(6~) E m2J 
Since o(6y) = r + 1 and o(m*J) = r + 2, we have 
c:z: (~,(cl~x) E m’J. Since w(x) = w(m) = r, we have 
CY,+~ E m. Hence we have 
3 w( F a,,;) re+2r-r=e+r 
i=l 
?.+I 
*lx qai E mJ 
!=I 
Note that mJ is a w-ideal of w-value e + r [9, Theorem 1.51. Therefore, (Y~ E m 
fori=l,..., r + 1 since a,, . . , a,,, are a minimal generating set of J. There- 
fore the images of a,~, . . . , a ,+,x, by in mJlm2J are linearly independent. 
Therefore these r + 2 elements a,.~, . . . , a r+l~, by are a minimal generating set of 
mJ since p(mJ) = o(mJ) + 1 = r + 2 (cf. [ll, ZPT], [4, Theorem 2.11). 
By Proposition 5.5 of [8], we can see that {(a, b)“-‘(a,, . . . , ar), 6”) is a 
minimal generating set of J” since p(J”) = nr + 1. By the same token as above, 
we can show that {(a, b)“-‘( a,x, . . , a,.~), b”x, 6”~) is a minimal generating set 
of mJ” since p(mJ”) = nr + 2, o(6) = r, w(x) = r, and mJ” is a w-ideal [9, 
Theorem 2.41. 0 
By using the above lemma, we can show that there are infinitely many 
contracted (may or may not be complete) ideals right above m”J whose orders are 
1 less than that of m”J. 
Lemma 3.10. Let J be a simple complete ideal of order r. Then there are infinitely 
many contracted ideals of order o(m”J) - 1 right above m”J. 
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Proof. Let J = (a,, . . . , a, = a, b) and m’J = (a,~“, . . , a$, b(x, y)“) as in 
Lemma 3.9. Further let Za = (a,.~“, . . , a,.~“, b(x - a~)~-‘, b~“-~y~, . . , by”) for 
some unit (Y of R. Then A(Z,lm”J) = 1 since Z, = (m’J, b(x - ~y)~~‘) and b(x - 
~y)“~‘rn c m”J. Furthermore, Z, is contracted since &Z,) = r + n and o(Z,) = 
r + n - 1 [4, Theorem 2.11. Cl 
If o(J) = 1, then ‘contracted’ can be replaced by ‘complete’ in the statement of 
Lemma 3.10. 
Lemma 3.11. Let J be a simple complete ideal of order 1. Then there are infinitely 
many complete ideals of order 1 right above mJ. 
Proof. If J = m, then Z, = (y - (YX, x2), for some unit cy of R, is an integrally 
closed ideal right above m’. Hence we are done. Assume J # m. Since o(J) = 1, 
eitherJC(x-py,y2)orJ~(y-ax,x2)forsomeunitsa,pofR. SinceJis 
complete, p(J) = o(J) + 1 = 2. Let J = ( y + a,x + (Y,x’ + . . . + a,, ,xn-‘, x”) and 
M = (y + CX,X + (Y~,x~ + . . . + a,,_,.$-’ + a,$‘, x”+‘).-Then M is also a complete 
ideal right below J. Hence mJ C M C J implies that A(MImJ) = 1 since p(J) = 2 
and A(JIM) = 1. Therefore there are infinitely many complete ideals right above 
mJ. We can prove the case J C (X - /?y, y2) in the same way. q 
In Lemma 3.10, we could not show whether the contracted ideal Z, is complete 
or not. In Proposition 2.2 in [4], Huneke and Sally completely classify which 
ideals of the form (f, m”) are complete. From this proposition we can see that if 
(f, m”) is adjacent to m”, then (f, m”) is complete. However a contracted ideal 
right above a complete ideal needs not be a complete ideal in general. We also 
completely classify which adjacent ideals (f, J”) are complete for a simple 
complete ideal J and for any 12 2 1. 
Proposition 3.12. Let J be a simple complete ideal and I = (J”, f) be an m-primary 
ideal right above J” and T(J) = {w}. Then Z = F iff w(f) = w(J”) - 1. 
Proof. We showed the proposition for the case n = 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Therefore assume ~12 2. Lemma 1.2, o(Z) = o(J”). Let o(J) = r, w(J) = e. Sup- 
pose w(f)=ne-1. Let 
(R=Ro,m=m,)C(R,,m,)C..*C(R,,m,) 
be the quadratic sequence along w. And let Z,, J, be the transforms of I, J in R;. 
Then B(J) = {ri = o,(J,) 1 i = 0, . . . , t}. Use induction on rk(J) = t (cf. [ll, 
Theorem (F), Appendix 51). Let t = 0, i.e., J = m and Z = (m”, f). Since o(f) = 
n - 1, Z = Z by [4, Proposition 2.21. Assume t > 0 and let M be a w-ideal of 
w-value ne - 1, i.e., M is the predecessor of J” as a w-ideal. Then the transform 
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M, of M in R, is also a w-ideal by [ll, Theorem (D). Appendix 51. Since 
w(f) = ne - 1, fE M. Suppose R, = R[~/x]~,,,,,,. By Theorem 3.2 in [9], 
o(M) = o(J”) = nr. Since o(Z) = nr, we have M, 3 Z, = (Jy, f,) 3 J’;, where 
fR, = x”lf,R,. Since w(f) = ne - 1, we have 
w( f,) = w(f) - nr2 = ne - 1 - nr2 
I 
= nCr2 - c i 1- nr’= n i rf - 1 r=o ( 1 ,=I 
=ne,-1, 
where e, = e(J,). Recall that e(J) = (J . J) = c:=,, rf ([6, (23.3)], [7, (3.8)]). 
Therefore f, $?.Zy and f, E J’( : m, since w(f,) = ne, - 12 w(.Zy : m,) = ne, - r,, 
where r, = o,(J,). Note that .Z? : m, is a w-ideal since .Zy is a w-ideal in R, [ll, 
Lemma 1, Appendix 31. By induction hypothesis, I, = Zr since rk(.Z,) < t and .Z, is 
the simple complete ideal corresponding to w in R, . Therefore I = Z by ZPT and 
[ll, Proposition 5, Appendix 51. 
Conversely suppose Z = Z. Use induction on rk(J) = t (cf. [ll, Theorem (F), 
Appendix 51) to show that w(f) = ne - 1. Suppose t = 0, i.e., .Z = m. Then 
w(f) = o(f) = n - 1 since Z> m” are adjacent. Assume t >O. By Lemma 2.7, 
I, = (.ZT, f,) > .Zy are adjacent. Furthermore, I, is complete since Z is complete by 
[ll , Proposition 5, Appendix 51. Hence by induction hypothesis, w( f, ) = ne, - 1 
since rk(J,) = t - 1< t. Therefore, w(f) = w(xnr) + w(fi) = nr2 + nel - 1 = 
n(e, + r”) - 1 = ne - 1. 0 
In Lemma 3.6, we showed that there exists a unique complete ideal 
o(m”J) right above m”J. We can give an equivalent condition for an 
ideal Z = (m”J, f) right above m”J to be complete if o(Z) = o(m”J). 
of order 
adjacent 
Proposition 3.13. Let J be a simple complete ideal of order r with T(J) = {w}. Let 
Z be an adjacent ideal right above m”J such that o(Z) = o(m”J). Then Z = Z if and 
only if w(Z) = w(m”J) - 1. Furthermore, such a complete ideal is unique. 
Proof. Suppose Z is complete. By Lemma 3.6, Z = m”M for a complete ideal M 
which is the unique complete ideal right above J. Hence w(Z) = w(m”M) = 
w(mnJ) - 1. 
Conversely, suppose w(Z) = w(m”J) - 1. Let w(J) = e. Since o(Z) = o(m”J), 
deg(c(Z)) 5 deg(c(m”J)) = r. Therefore, m” 1 1. Let Z = m)‘L for some ideal L. 
Then w(L) = e - 1, i.e., L c M for the predecessor M of J as a w-ideal. 
Therefore, L = M since @M/J) = 1. Hence Z = m”L = m”M is complete by 
ZPT. 0 
Now we consider the adjacent ideals of order o(mJ”) right above mJ”. 
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Proposition 3.14. Let J be a simple complete ideal of order r with T(J) = {w}. Let 
I be an adjacent ideal right above mJ” such that o(Z) = o(mJ”). If I = i, then 
w(Z) = w(mJ”) - 1. 
Proof. Let w(J) = e. By Lemma 1.2, I= mL for some complete ideal L. Since 
h(ZlmJ”) = h(mLlmJ”) = ( rn. 7) - (m. L) + h(LIJ”) = o(J”) -0 (L) + 
h(LIJ”) = 1, we have o(J”) = o(L) and A(L/J”) = 1. Therefore, L is a complete 
ideal right above J”. Hence w(L) = ne - 1 by Proposition 3.12. Therefore, 
w(Z)=w(mL)=r+ne-l=w(mJ”)-1. 0 
In Proposition 3.13 (3.14, respectively), we showed that w(Z) = w(m”J) - 1 
(w(Z) = w(mJ”) - 1, respectively) for an adjacent complete ideal Z right above 
m”J (mJ”, respectively) if o(Z) = o(m’J) (o(Z) = o(mJ”), respectively). These are 
not true if they have different orders. The following example is given by C. 
Huneke. 
Example 3.15 (Huneke). Let Z = (XI + y’+‘, m”) for m = (x, y), n > r + 1, and 
r 2 2. Then Z is a simple complete ideal of order r and Z : m = (xr + y’+‘, m”-‘) is 
also a simple complete ideal of order r. Furthermore, Z > m(Z : m) are adjacent 
complete ideals such that o(Z) = o(m(Z : m)) - 1. Let J = Z : m and T(J) = {w}. 
Then w $ T(Z), w(Z) = r(n - l), and w(mJ) = r + r(n - 1). Therefore, w(Z) = 
w(mJ) - r < w(mJ) - 1. 
More generally we can show the following for the adjacent ideals of order 
o(mJ”) - 1 right above mJ”. 
Proposition 3.16. Let J be a simple complete ideal of order r with T(J) = {w}. Let 
Z be an adjacent ideal right above mJ” of order o(J”). Then w(Z) = w(J”). 
Proof. Let w(J) = e and J, be the w-ideal of w-value e + i for i = 1, . . . , r as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.9. Since mliJ, A(Jlm(J : m)) = 1 and o(J : m) = r (cf. [7, 
(3.5)]). Therefore, o(J, : m) = r for all i since J C J, : m C J : m. However, 
J,: m# J,,, : m since J, and J, +, are different w-ideals for all i. Therefore, 
A(J, : m/J,+, : m) = 1 for each i. That implies that m(J, : m) = J, since 
p(J, : m) = A(J, : m/J) + A(JIJ,) = r + 1 (cf. [6, Theorem 1.51). Therefore, 
o(J,) = r + 1. Since J, > J, > mJ, o(J,) = r + 1 for all i. Since Z is adjacent to mJ”, 
w(Z) 2 ne. However, ZgJ,J”-’ for all i since o(Z) = nr and o(J,J”-‘) = nr + 1 for 
all i. Since JiJnml is a w-ideal of w-value ne + i [9, Theorem 2.41, w(Z) < ne + i for 
all i. Therefore, w(Z) = ne. 0 
In Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.4, for adjacent complete ideals Z 1 J, we 
showed that e(J) - e(Z) 5 o(J) and the equality holds if and only if T(Z) II T(J) = 
0 and wj(J) - wj(Z) = o(J,) f or each Rees valuation wj of J corresponding to the 
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simple factor J,. This seems to be hardly true in general (cf. Questions 3.18), but 
we find a case in which the multiplicity difference is the possible maximum. 
Corollary 3.17. Let Z,J be as in Proposition 3.16. Then e(mJ”) - e(Z) = o(mJ”). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.16, 
e(mJ”) - e(Z) = [o(mJ”) - o(Z)] + n[w(mJ’) - w(Z)] 
=l+nr=o(mJ”). 0 
Questions 3.18. (1) Is the converse of Proposition 3.14 true? That is, if w(Z) = 
w(mJ”) - 1, then is Z complete? 
(2) Corollary 3.17 is not true for m”J. For example [2, p. 701, if m = (x, y), 
Z = (y, x2)( y2 - x3, x’, x2y), and J = (x3, x2y, y’), then Z > m’J are adjacent com- 
plete ideals such that T(Z) fl T(m2J) = 0. But w(m’J) - w(Z) = 1 < o(J) = 2 for 
T(J) = {w}. Hence e(m”J) - e(Z) < o(m’J) in this case. 
(3) How many complete ideals of order o(m’J) - 1 do exist right above m”J? 
(4) How many complete ideals of order o(mJ”) - 1 do exist right above mJ”? 
(5) Let I> J be adjacent complete ideals of the same order. For w E 
T(J)\T(Z), is it true that w(Z) = w(J) - l? If this is true, then e(J) - e(Z) < 
deg(c(J)) in Theorem 2.5. 
(6) Is it possible to have adjacent complete ideals Z > J = J.i’J.2, where T(Z) fl 
T(J) = 0 and si > 1 for i = 1,2? 
(7) In Theorem 3.4, are there exactly n complete ideals right above J? 
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